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Agoro the Phobic Monster 

 

FAN ART SUBMISSION 

Terms and Conditions 
 

 

Section 1 - Core Terms 

I understand and agree to be bound to the following terms and conditions when I submit my 
email to Marathon Pictures or its affiliates or subsidiaries - herein collectively referred to as "The 
Production Company". This submission herein will collectively be referred to as "The Submitted 
Art". 

I agree that the content of The Submitted Art will follow the "Ground Rules" outlined further 
below in Section 2. And I accept that these rules may change at the discretion of The Production 
Company. 

I am not violating any agreement or understanding I have with another party, nor am I including 
content within The Submitted Art that is of a classified or privately confided nature - unless you 
have the right and permission to include such content.  

I am aware that under the law of Australia copyright is automatically attributed to created works 
and thus I am giving permission to The Production Company to reproduce duplicate and 
communicate The Submitted Art for inclusion in online publications. 

I accept that The Submitted Art may or may not include, inspire or elude to ideas and concepts 
that are in development at or currently belonging to The Production Company. 

With this in mind I understand and accept the rationale behind why I am now formally giving up 
all copyright and other intellectual property right claims I may have against The Production 
Company for copying, disclosing, evaluating or otherwise using The Submission.  

I accept that The Submitted Art may be hosted on an external, third party site. This includes and 
is not limited to DeviantArt and Imgur. 

I acknowledge that The Submitted Art includes elements of intellectual property that belong to 
The Production Company and I will in no way seek to use The Submitted Art on a commercial 
basis. 

The Production Company is under no obligation to respond to The Submitted Art or to hold it 
in confidence. 
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I will not be compensated for The Submitted Art. 

I understand and agree to be bound to the above terms and conditions when I submit my idea to 
Marathon Pictures or its affiliates or subsidiaries (herein collectively referred to as "The 
Production Company"). 

Section 2 - Ground Rules 

I understand and agree to the following Ground Rules set out by The Production Company: 

 - Don't be a dick. Discriminatory, inflammatory or just plain idiotic submissions will be dealt 
with accordingly. 

 
 
                                       And finally, thanks for your submission. 
 
 


